
Compilation Issues for High Performance Computers: A ComparativeOverview of a General Model and the Uni�ed ModelBrian J. d'AuriolDepartment of Computer ScienceThe University of ManitobaWinnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, R3T 2N2Baqui BillahDepartment of Computer Science and Engineering,Wright State University,Dayton, Ohio,USA, 45435AbstractThis paper presents a comparison of two models suit-able for use in a compiler for high performance comput-ers. The �rst model, termed `the general model' is basedon well-known data dependency techniques and a sum-mary based on Banerjee's presentation is given. Thesecond model, termed the `Uni�ed Model' is a recentlyproposed model which approaches the compilation issuefrom a di�erent viewpoint. A summary of the uni�edmodel is given. Issues involved in compiling for high per-formance computers are discussed. These issues form thecriteria for the comparison of the models.Keywords: High Performance Computers, CompilationIssues, Models for Parallelizing Compilers.1 IntroductionSu�ciently complex compilers are required in order toexploit the full potential of a parallel high performancecomputer. Typically, these types of compilers trans-form sequential code into equivalent parallel code to beexecuted e�ciently on the target machine. Over thepast three decades many techniques have been proposed;some of which have matured. Excellent discussions ofmany of these techniques can be found in such sourcesas [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. However, much research work remainsin this area. A new model suitable for compiling systoliccomputations for multicomputers has recently been pro-posed [6, 7, 8, 9]. This model considers the problem ofcompiling for high performance computers from a some-what novel, although related viewpoint.In this paper, we make a comparative study betweena general model based on loop dependency analysis andtransformations with the newly proposed model for com-piling systolic computations for multicomputers. Thegeneral model is based on discussions given by Baner-jee in [1, 2] while the newly proposed model, termedthe `Uni�ed Model', is given by d'Auriol and Bhavsarin [6, 8, 9]. The general model has at its core, the datadependency analysis techniques which, in e�ect, allows

a compiler that incorporates this model to determine thevarious dependences which inhibit parallelization and toperform a suitable restructuring to reduce or eliminatesuch inhibitations. A compiler which incorporates thismodel is expected to e�ciently parallelize the given inputalgorithm. The uni�ed model has a similar goal, namely,to e�ciently parallelize a given input algorithm, however,it does so by incorporating the systolic processing modelas the mechanism to determine parallelism inherent inthe computation.The purpose of this paper is to briey present anoverview of both models. Issues and criteria which will beused in a comparative evaluation of both of these mod-els will be discussed. Similarities and di�erences of bothmodels will be discussed. Included in our discussions isan illustrative example of the applicability of each model.This paper contains the following sections. Section 2discusses issues and criteria by which the comparison willbe conducted. The following two sections, Section 3 andSection 4, will present overviews as well as a brief ex-ample of the application of the general and uni�ed modelrespectively. Comparative discussion is given in Section 5and conclusions are drawn in Section 62 Issues in High PerformanceCompilationA high performance compiler should incorporate bothmachine independent (e.g. automatic restructuring) aswell as machine dependent optimization techniques. Thefollowing issues are related to the integration of these twotypes of optimization areas. We note that not all issuesmay impact upon a particular compiling environment.1. Conversion of Sequential Code: Most programsfor high performance computers are written in someversion of Fortran or, more recently, C. Of particularinterest in sequential code conversion is the emphasisplaced on the parallelization of sequential loop (iter-ation) structures and the corresponding statements



inside such structures.Conversion of sequential code is necessary since (a)many legacy systems exist and (b) programmers con-tinue to favor implementations in such languages (of-ten for reasons of convenience). Enhancements to se-quential languages (e.g. parallel C) imply increasedability to detect not only parallelism but also poten-tial conicts.2. Diversity of Architecture: A high performancecompiler should be able to generate code that wouldbe execution time e�cient on a target machine. Dueto the diversity of the various candidate parallel ma-chine architectures, code generation poses challengesin constructing compilers. Flow analysis and pro-gram optimization are two examples which are inu-enced by the architecture of the target machine.3. Portability and Availability: The compilershould be scalable | intelligent enough to distributea program to the number of processors available.Generality and machine independence in optimiza-tion increases portability. On the other hand, opti-mization of code can only be maximized if it is donewith respect to the underlying architecture. One wayto resolve this dichotomy is to run a native back-endoptimizer that generates highly e�cient code on thatparticular target machine.4. Loop Scheduling: E�cient scheduling of paral-lel loops among the available processors is required.The choice of a particular scheduling technique de-pends both on the program and the target archi-tecture. Each iteration of a parallel loop may beconsidered as a work unit. It is desirable that com-putational work load or iteration be distributed asuniformly as possible among the available processorsacross the period of execution. Often, the issue ofscheduling is machine dependent.5. Execution Model: The model of how a programwould be executed on multiple processors is an issueclosely related to the scheduling problem. This issueis much dependent on the target architecture and theoperating system running on it. For example, themaster-slave model has been discussed in [3]. Forcertain programs, parallel execution technique usingdivide and conquer strategy may be used.6. Data Layout / Partition: In the above discus-sions on execution models, it was tacitly assumedthat data is automatically distributed among theprocesses. In parallel computing, each process is re-sponsible for processing a certain amount of data(shared or non-shared) associated with it. Themethod used to distribute the data so that e�ciencyis maintained is an issue. This issue is dependent onboth the nature of the target machine and that ofthe program to be executed in parallel.

Some data distribution methods include the follow-ing: (a) striping or checker boarding distribution, (b)cyclic or non-cyclic distribution, (c) template assign-ment (used in FORTRAN 90), (d) data replication(several copies of a single variable), (e) automaticdata layout, and (f) dynamic alignment as deter-mined by data ow analysis.7. Synchronization: In a loop, if there is no data de-pendence across the iterations and each iteration canbe executed independently, no synchronization is re-quired. A restructuring compiler often transforms asequential loop into one that can be executed in par-allel with some kind of dependences. These depen-dences may be within di�erent array elements (dif-ferent iteration) of the same loop, or may be acrossloop nests. Inherent in this analysis and subsequenttransformation of loop nests is the danger of intro-ducing ine�ciencies.8. Exceptions and Debugging: Exception handlingand/or providing run-time assistance to executiondebugging is often a machine dependent issue.9. Performance and E�ciency Evaluation: It isfrequently important to be able to measure or esti-mate the potential increase in speed due to a paral-lelized implementation.3 Overview of A GeneralizedModelThe basis of the model which would be used in a compilercan be found in [1, Chapter 5](Banerjee). We assume forthis paper that the full model can be described by the al-gorithm given by Banerjee. We recognize that additionaldetails would need to be considered prior to an actualimplementation.We formulate the generalized model as the tuple G =(L;D; T ) where L is the loop nest under analysis,D is theset of conditional operations to determine the existenceof dependences between the statements in L, and T is theset of processes which transform L (with possible depen-dences as determined by D)into a semantically equivalentloop nest L which may be parallelized or vectorized to agreater extent than the original loop nest.In the following discussion (the notation is takenfrom[1]), m refers to the number of loops in the loopnest, A and B are m � n matrices, a0 and b0 are integern-vectors, I is an m-vector representing the loop indexvariables and the equations (IA+a0) and (IB+b0) denotethe memory index of two variables (arrays for example)which participate in possible data dependence relationswithin the context of the loop nest L.An algorithm presented by Banerjee [1][Algorithm 5.1]is summarized herein as part of an example of the appli-cation of this model.



Step Description1 Obtain or compute values for m,n,A,B,a0 andb0. This may be referred to as the initializationstep.2 Compute a 2m � 2m unimodular matrix U anda 2m� n echelon matrix S such that:U �� A�B � = S:This equation represents the process of solvingthe general dependence equation of the two par-ticipating variables (normally arrays).3 Consider an alternate computation, tS = b0�a0,for t (a 2m-vector). An integer solution to thisequation indicates that the equation in Step 2also has an integer solution. Note that this sys-tem is easy to solve since S is an echelon matrix.4 Apply the Generalized GCDTest to Step 3. Thistest shows that no integer solution is possible forthe system in Step 3 | algorithm terminates.5 Compute both the known and undeterminedcomponents of t.6 Apply dependence constraints (i.e. constraintsupon the dependency set by virtue of the loop'supper and lower bounds) by solving a system of4m inequalities in the number of undeterminedcomponents of t variables.7 If the system of inequalities in Step 6 has no inte-ger solution, then there is no dependency withinthe constraints of the loop nest | algorithmterminates.8 Compute direction and distance vector, and de-termine type of dependency (e.g. true or anti).9 Consider loop transformations (e.g. loop per-mutation, loop distribution, loop reversal, loopskewing, etc.) based on preserving the semanticsof the original loop nest as well as on optimizingconcerns (e.g. the parallelization or vectorizationof some of the loop nest).10 Terminate Algorithm.We have successfully applied the presented algorithmto the following problem[10]. Given a particular FOR-TRAN program (which incorporates data dependency in-hibitations for proper vectorization), identify such depen-dences so that a simple restructuring would allow propervectorization on the IBM VF 180.4 Overview of The Uni�ed ModelThe uni�ed model, M, is de�ned as the quintupletM = (A;Z;�;M;�), where A is the given systolic algo-rithm requiring implementation,Z is a set of partitioningstrategies, � is the set of implementational objects corre-sponding to Z, M is the set of allowable multicomputersand � is the set of tasks which embody the applicationof the various stages proposed in the uni�ed model.

An application of the uni�ed model consists of the ex-ecution of the tasks represented by � = f�1;�2;�3;�4;�5g. Here, �1 represents the process of transformingthe given systolic computation into an intermediate form.�2 is the process of determining the partitioning strategyas well as the details of the implementational objects. �3represents the process of partitioning the systolic arrayintermediate representation from �1, representing it in asource code intermediate form and evaluating the latterin terms of its expected execution time. �4 representsthe code generation process. Finally, �5 represents the�nal stage of compiling the generated code into objectcode.We now illustrate how the uni�ed model could be ap-plied to a typical systolic algorithm. Our discussion per-haps emphasizes an overly simplistic application of theuni�ed model for presentation purposes. Prior to ap-plying the model, we assume that a set of implemen-tational objects including performance models has beenconstructed by carrying out task �2, that a particular in-put speci�cation language for the given algorithm exists,and that a particular multicomputer has been appropri-ately modeled. The input algorithm is �rst transformedto a systolic array by the application of �1. �3 is nextused to determine the expected most e�cient implemen-tation. One method of implementing �3 could be as fol-lows. A partitioning strategy is selected (i.e. choose oneof the implementational objects) and the number of par-titions is set to the number of available processors lessone. A processor topology graph is constructed for thisparticular partition. Based on the processor graph, theprototype codes associated with the partitioning strategyare combined with the systolic algorithm and an analy-sis is performed. The results of the analyses are usedduring the execution of the performance model | whichreturns the expected execution time for that implemen-tation. Each of the remaining implementational objectsare considered in like manner; the chosen implementationis that which has the minimum expected execution time.Finally �4 and �5 complete the application.5 Uni�ed and General ModelComparisonsThis section presents a comparison of the two models by�rstly discussing general comparisons and secondly, byconsidering the criteria discussed in Section 2.5.1 General CommentsThe uni�ed model deals with the detailed implementa-tional issues when considering the e�cient execution ofa given algorithm for a given machine. As such, thismodel reects a comprehensive methodology to analyzethe given input algorithm, to determine the most e�-cient implementation, and to generate code for that im-plementation. The uni�ed model divorces the machine



dependent issues from independent issues by consideringall dependent issues as part of a second layer while leav-ing all of the independent issues as part of the �rst layer(exactly the distinction of the implementational objectand its use in the uni�ed model). The generalized modelcontains more extensive processing requirements and thesources reviewed in this paper do not really consider im-plementation issues.In general,the generalized model does not specify a par-ticular class of machine architectures and as such, couldbe portable to varied high performance computers. How-ever, speci�c implementational issues such as the map-ping of parallelized loop segments to processors may re-quire additional support (i.e. such support is not inherentin the generalized model). We note that comments in[3]indicate that loop restructuring methods (that which wasreferred to in Step 9 of the general model's applicationalgorithm) are dependent on the target computer archi-tecture; as well, speci�c low-level compilation issues areinuenced by the restructuring methods (e.g. registerpressure).The uni�ed model relies heavily on the properties ofsystolic computations while the generalized model focuseson automatic discovery of parallelism in general, that is,over a large domain of parallel computing algorithms.We note that many common problems requiring com-puter solutions have equivalent systolic algorithms (e.g.matrix computations, database operations and sorting.However, the application of the general model is, by itsnature, more widely applicable to algorithms includingthose which have non-systolic solutions.The uni�ed model requires considerable manual e�ortin the modeling of implementational objects as well as themodeling of multicomputers (i.e. the application of �2 isa manual process). While the processing requirements ofthe general model are somewhat computationally severe,most if not all can indeed be automated.Lastly, the general model is a mature model and hasbeen employed in many research and commercial compil-ers (refer to[1, 3, 5] for discussion of particular compilerprojects) whereas the uni�ed model is newly proposedand as not been yet employed in a compiler. Key is-sues relating to such implementation of the uni�ed model,however, have been investigated[9].5.2 Criteria Evaluation1. Conversion of Sequential Code: Neither modelspeci�es a speci�c format for input programs. How-ever, the examples given in the sources for the gen-eral model strongly indicate that standard loop nestswritten in standard sequential languages are accept-able; this has been the case with respect to bothresearch and commercial compilers which incorpo-rate aspects of the general model. The uni�ed modelplaces restriction upon the input allowed (i.e. mustbe a set of uniform recurrence relations together

with inputs and upper and lower bounds on therelations)[6], however, no speci�c speci�cation lan-guage is adopted. It is expected that such a spec-i�cation language would be close to a standard se-quential language.2. Diversity of Architecture: As as been previouslydiscussed (Section 5.1), the sources reviewed do notdescribe architectural details for implementations ofthe general model. It is expected then that each ap-plication of the general model in a compiler wouldbe speci�cally tailored for a particular architecture.The uni�ed model, on the other hand, internallydeals with architectural details of target machines.It does this by modeling speci�c target machines andusing the modeled parameters (e.g. communicationlatency, computation time) in a performance modelwhich, based on other parameters, compute the ex-pected execution time of a speci�c implementationof the input algorithm for the particular target ma-chine. The architectural modeling required by theuni�ed model results in the requirement for manualintervention. However, once the machine has beenmodeled, an application of the uni�ed model is ex-pected to be automated. Only the t800 transputerhas been modeled to date[11, 9].3. Portability and Availability: On the theoreti-cal level, the general model supports better porta-bility than does the uni�ed model since the generalmodel (as reviewed herein) is a machine independentmodel. On the practical level, however, as has beenpreviously mentioned in Section 5.1, many of the spe-ci�c restructuring techniques impact upon portabil-ity and optimization issues. The uni�ed model rec-ognizes this relationship between low and high levelanalysis and restructuring by adopting a two-layermodel where issues pertaining to each level are con-tained in respective layers. Feedback mechanismshave also been incorporated, however, the utility ofsuch mechanisms has not been reported on.4. Loop Scheduling: Due to the constraints on theinput algorithm to the uni�ed model, the uni�edmodel deals with restricted forms of loops. In par-ticular, the uni�ed model considers the paralleliza-tion of sequences of operations as determined from asystolic graph representation of the input algorithm(which is derived from the data dependency graph).Consequently, the uni�ed model considers e�cientloop scheduling for restricted types of loops. Thegeneral model, however, expends much e�ort �rstin loop analysis and then loop restructuring. Con-sequently, the general model also considers e�cientloop scheduling. More cost is associated with theprocedures in the general model, however, it is alsomore widely applicable.5. Execution Model: Several execution models are



incorporated into the uni�ed model, in particular,the farming (master-slave) model [7, 9] The loop re-structuring portion of the general model can be in-uenced by a particular execution model.6. Data Layout / Partition: Neither model speci�esthe layout or partitioning of the data. Often, this isdependent on loop scheduling. In the uni�ed model,the data layout is obtained at the time of consideringsequences of computations in parallel.7. Synchronization: Since the general model doesnot specify implementation issues, synchronizationin the general model is left to a speci�c compiler im-plementation. It is expected that optimized compil-ers would reduce synchronization issues. In the uni-�ed model, synchronization issues are signi�cantlyinvolved in the granularity analysis portion of thesystem. That is, since �ne-grain parallelism is speci-�ed by the systolic representation, reduction in syn-chronization as a way to increase e�ciency and exe-cution time is an important component in the uni�edmodel. However, it is an optional component withrespect to actually compiling an input algorithm; assuch, few details have been reported.8. Exceptions and Debugging: Neither model spec-i�es conditions for exceptions and debugging.9. Performance and E�ciency Eval-uation: Again, since the general model does notspecify implementation issues, no performance or ef-�ciency evaluation is possible. Speci�c compiler im-plementations may be able to support performanceevaluation. In the uni�ed model, performance eval-uation (in terms of estimated execution time) is anintegral part of the model and is used to determinewhich of a number of candidate implementations isultimately to be executed.6 ConclusionWe have conducted a comparative overview of two modelsfor compiling algorithms for high performance computers.The general model is based on the many techniques as-sociated with dependency analysis and loop restructur-ing. We have based our review on the presentation byBanerjee. The uni�ed model is a newly proposed modelwhich considers the issues of compilation from the view-point of systolic processing. It is a relatively non-mature,however, preliminary results seem to be encouraging. Interms of the comparison conducted in this paper, the uni-�ed model is indeed suited for use in a compiler for highperformance computers. However, the applicability ofthe general model remains more general purpose.
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